Date: April 29, 2021

To: General Studies Council

From: **Humanities, Arts and Design Subcommittee:**
    Aaron Hess
    Bertha Manninen, Chair
    Peter Schmidt

Re: Recommendations for Course Proposals for HU designation

**Approve for HU designation:**

**From ASU:**
IAP 264: Music, Mind, and Culture
IDS 316: Integration Humanities
HUM 243: World Cinema
IDS 470: Liberal Studies Seminar
SLC 320: Compassion: A Dialogue between the Humanities, the Sciences, and the Arts

**From MCCCD:**
HIS 252: History of England 1700 to Present (this was a revise and resubmit)

**From Yavapai:**
HUM 243 World Cinema (formerly History of Film)